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TO HZ FRIENDS, MAGIC LOVERS:

‘A, J?8 State Uhrary of Victoria 
alma CONJURING COLLECTION"

t I wont to dedicate this book, not to one person, but to

the many friends that I have made on my travels around the United 

States.
i

\

For the true lover of the Art I have only sincere ad

miration, and it has always been a pleasure to meet and know them. 

Among both the professionals and amateurs are some of the finest 

types of men I have ever known.

t

Looking back over a span of years I realize the many- 

fine points and ideas that have come from amateurs and those who 

iidn't profess to "know it all."

Showing a trick is comparatively easy to putting it 

slearly in print, and I want to thank Annemann for his judicious 

ise of the blue pencil, finding spots where I could write less 

and tell more, and in general, being a marvelous deleter and para- 

jhraser.

To John Northern Hilliard, whom I consider the greatest 

iriter on Magic as an Art, I want to extend my sincere thanks for 

the encouragement that caused me to start and finally finish ray 

laiden effort, to wit: A1 Baker's Book.
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AL BAKERS PACK T+i A7~ CUTS' ITSELF i

This effect was originated by ae some years ago 

and was carefully guarded for a long tine. I per

formed It for such wall known magicians and clever 

card experts ae T. Kelson Downs, Kate Lelpeic, Horo- 

Eddle McGuire, Bill McCaffrey, Dal Vernon and Max 

Holden, a shadowgraph1st. They all agreed that It was

something entirely different and new, and excerpts fron 

old issues of the Sphinx attest to their sincerity.

Dike all good things, it became a mark for Imita

tors to shoot at but so far they have missed by a wide 

margin. I therefore take great pleasure at this time in 

placing before you the first real description of the ef

fect as I do it nyself.

To prepare for this the performer takes a needle full 

of very fine black silk thread. Push the needle through 

the coat about three Inches below the left armpit. On end 

of thread Is a large knot or small bead rtiieh is pulled 

tight against Inside of coat. Extend arm almost straight 

out and cut off thread at finger tips. This Is the correct 

length and at this end Is placed a small pellet of magician’ a 

wax. By reaching under coat and pulling the bead down, 

the wax end will be pulled up against the butaide of coat 

and thread can be carried for an indefinite period without 

fear of it being in the way.

Borrow a deck and ask ft spectator to shuffle it and 

ihlle In bis hands to remove a card. He then passes the 

pack to another party *0 does the same. Tihile this is 

being done, performer crosses arms for a sseond and right 

fingers grasp the wax end, and draw it out, holding wax 

end between right thumb and finger. Asking for return 

of pack which he accepts in extended left hand, performer 

requests that the selected cards be shown to audience.

While this Is being done, performer sticks the wax to 

lower side of bottom card as shown in Fig. 2, and then 

removes top card, transferring it to bottom on top of wax 

which is now between the two bottom cards.

Pack is now laid face down on left hand with wax at 

side nearest audience, the thread running down between the 

two middle fingers and along back of hand.

Performer now takes first person’s card in risfrt 

fingers and pushes it under the deck to bottom as in Fig.3* 

Re then cuts about two-thirds of the pack and lays on hand 

near wrist as in Fig. 4. The front or bottom heap is now 

picked up and placed on top of rear pile and deck squared. 

To audience the deck has merely been cut and the replaced 

card lost. The second card is taken the same way and 

pushed into the lower half of deck as per Fig. 5, it 

striking the thread and puahing this back also. Deck is 

now squared again, hand opened flat as in Fig. 6, and the 

second party is asked first to naae his card.
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By slowly and steadily extending the am, the pack will be seen 

to cut itself towards the audience, and if performer continues to extend 

arm, the portion that has cut itself will return to its original position 

on top of deck, leaving the selected card protruding at front. Performer 

then has spectator remove card.

By repeating the same moves, the second selected card will be 

found in the same manner and this is also removed by spectator himself.

After the return of npper half the last time, the position of 

upper half will not coincide exactly with the lower. Cut pack at this 

spot which brings the two cardw with wax between to bottom of pack. Remove 

bottom card and the left thumb will be resting on wax which the thiaib nail 

pushes off, allowing thread to drop away and deck is free to be handed out 

at once. Reaching into inside of coat for a handkerchief or anything else, 

the right hand pulls bead down idiich puts the thread away for any future 

use.

THE OV& MAN "LIGHTS' UP"S^ANCG-

I hardly think there is any performer who hasn't at some time or 

another used the Sellar Rope Tie or one of its variations. However, all of 

those methods required the doing of something while 

hands ware behind the hack. I therefore think 

that ay method, evolved over thirty years ago, is 

a distinct improvement for the reason that the en

tire tying is done in full view of the audience 

without the least thing being done to arouse sus

picion.

Use about a four foot length of sash cord 

which has seen enough use to remove its stiffness.

Hold left wrist out with palm of hand upward. Center 

of rope is placed around wrist and a flat knot tied as in 

Pig. 1. At this point is a very important feature to look out 

for. When making the second tie of the knot it is absolutely 

necessary that the end hanging down on inside of wrist be under 

the loop and lying tightly against the flesh. See arrow in Plg.l.

This should be a square knot and a few trials will enable the per

former to lead the tying as he wants it done. It must also be very tigjit and 

secure so that it cannot slip around wrist.

As performer at this point shows how tight and securely he 1b tied, 

the right fingers take rope about two Inches below knot, make an inside loop, 

and with no effort at »n it is jammed under the knot as illustrated in Pig. 2.

From this point the performer holds loose end of rope up casually 

and it appears to audience as in Pig. 3. Now upppr length falls over side of 

hand towards audience, and the heel of right hand is placed tightly against 

loop as the wrists are brought together.



Spectator Is requested to bring the two ends around 

right wrist and tie another hard knot, forming virtually 

a tight fitting handcuff of rope. Bj holding the loop 

tightly between the heels of the hands, there ia posi

tively no danger whatever of the loop being lost, no 

aatter how tight the last knot is tied.

By merely withdrawing right hand the release ia af

fected and freed on secured. To return to the original 

position, right hand goes through loop, third and fourth 

fingers curl back and grasp lower part of loop, the two 

wrists are brought together, and rope rolled between wrists so 

that loop is brought to same position as it was at start. The 

illustrations will make this process clear. By going over this 

with a piece of rope in hand, the performer will find that it is not 

near as complicated as it may sound.

A suggested routine is to have an ordinary chair 

with hack of same facing audience. The magician's 

ooat, or one borrowed, is hung over the back and acts 

as a screen. Bells can be rung, tambourines shaken 

slates written upon, and both hands can appear above 

top of chair widely separated, almost instantly re

appearing securely tied.

Tou will be surprised how quickly you can get 

back into loop and whan the proper twist 1b made 

the rope will appear to be cutting right into the 

flesh.

Another point is that the fingers need not be 

held tightly together as in the other methods because 

the loop ia away back near the wrist and being much 

smaller is perfectly hidden.

At finish have spectator untie the outside knot 

and you separate wrists by a downward sliding motion 

which practically dissolves the loop. I do not advise 

making an escape from the rope at the finish and this applies 

also to thumb ties, or any manner of restraint used when spirit 

manifestations take place.



A Card -and a +

I bare kept the following effect out of print for many years because I can 

truthfully say that It has been one of ny favorite tricks* As an opening number 

on your club program you will find that it has an excellent effect upon your au

dience, and with a good opening, any act Is 7536 sold at the start.

Two decks of cards are used, one of which the performer hands a spectator 

to place In his pocket far the time being. Taking the second deck the performer 

asks anyone to name a number from one to fifty-two. We will assume that it be 

23. The performer asks spectator to take a card from the deck which is spread 

out and one chosen. Now the performer states that he will show a strange sym

pathy between the two decks of cards. He will actually cause the same card as 

the one drawn, to locate itself at the number named in the other deck which 

spectator at other side of room still has In his pocket! And, Impossible as 

this may seem to be, the number is counted to In the other deck end the same 

card is there!

Undoubtedly the reader will at once assume that this feat is extremely com

plicated or hard to perform, but such is far from being the case. The two decks 

are both arranged in the same order. The performer may use his favorite arrange

ment such as the 'Sight Sings' etc or the Si Stebblns stack. Just as long as both 

decks are stacked alike.

The first deck is given spectator to pocket. Now a number is called out by 

someone else. As the performer advances for the selection of a card, he cuts 

the deck at approximately the number called for, and a glance at the bottom card 

will give the exact location of the one desired. This card, now at hand, is 

forced by the usual fan force and the trick is really over except for the buildup 

to the climax. The same card will be found in the other deck at the very nimber 

called.

Regardless of which of the above systems be used in stacking, the 13th, 26th, 

39th and bottom cards will always be alike in value and one advanced in suit order. 

Thus, they form Instantly recognized keys should they be cut to bottom. However, 

if practiced only a few times, ths cut will never be more than two or three cards 

off either way, and continued use will make it a one or two card proposition.

Again, for instance should the party call 26, it is only necessary to cut 

the deck in half to have the correct card at top. Likewise, should the number 

be 14 or 40, the performer cuts one-third or two-thirds off respectively.

I can only repeat again that this was a staple number in my program for years 

and that fact alone should make it apparent that it is really worthwhile and 

practical.

AL BAKER’S P£T-HAT TRICK

For the first time in print I am going to describe a fake hat that I have 

used for many years. It is a valuable accessory and will be found very useful 

for many other effects that ths performer will think of.

The hat is to be made from a soft felt one and two are necessary in the 

preparation. The crown is cut from one and so that it can be inserted into the 

good hat and the band turned down over it. However, one-half of this insert 

on one of the long sides, has been cut down, so as to just clear ths bend and 

thus allow of its being opened and closed without hitting same. It will be
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seen that because of the natural spring it will stay closed unless a match be 

used to keep it open. The illustrations will make the features of the hat clear 

and the performer will have no trouble in making same. Such a hat can be used 

as an ordinary one and brought into play at any time. I am describing one of ay 

favorite effects with this hat.

The performer asks for the loan of three one-dollar bills. The spectators 

are asked to fold them up several times each way into a flat bundle. The hat is 

on table with the inner pocket open as illustrated. At the start the performer 

has in the hat proper three bills, the numbers of which he has memorized (i&ich 

Is best) or has written in ink on his left and right thumb nails. These are

folded and a rubber band snapped around them. The hat need never 

be shown empty as will be seen later. Taking the folded bills one 

at a time from spectators, the performer snaps a rubber band 

around them and drops them one by one into the open pocket. As 

the third bill is dropped into the hat, it ie picked up on the 

pocket Bide, the match being, dislodged and the pocket closing 

against side. The hat is handed directly to a spectator who 

is asked to shake up and mix the bills well. The performer 

need never fear the handling of the hat as I have never had it 

even suspected, and for years wore the very hat that I was using 

at the time.

After the mixing, the spectator is asked to pick one out, 

and standing away from everybody open it up and look at the 

number. Now, although the bills have been exchanged, the per

former does not know which the spectator has and this is dis

covered in an extremely subtle manner. The performer asks spec

tator to think of the first figure and then nameB the first figure 

of one of the three billa known. There is one chance in three of 

this being correct and if so, the number is continued with. If wrong 

however, the performer asks spectator to think instead of the last 

figure. The number will be one of the remaining two and the per

former now names the last figure on one of these. If still 

wrong, the performer now asks spectator which of the figures 

he would rather think of and this time naturally, the per

former is correct. Then the rest of the number 13 revealed. 

This is a method that appears very fair and there is never 

any suspicion that the performer is really fishing.

Another party is now asked to select a second bill from the 

hat and again performer attempts getting the first figure. If 

correct, all wall and good, but if wrong, once more the last figure 

dodge is resorted to and the number on this bill also revealed. The 

last bill is bandied in the same manner, except that this time no mistake is made 

as it is the only one left. With the clever and aboveboard exchange for the bills 

and the ruse for learning the identity of each, the performer will have a feat 

that appears like genuine direct mindreading of figures, and there is nothing to 

be detected and prove the contrary.

This hat may be used for the exchange of billets or questions if desired, and 

hat then tossed or carried off for assistant to secure the actual questions from 

secret pocket.
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RISING CARDS
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There bars been many varied methods for the working 

of »ii« old classic. However, it always seemed as though 

eaoh aethod had one strong point not obtained by another. 

How often it has been that a magician, working at a club 

or lodge, baa had to set his table in an ante room and then 

await a signal from the Master of the lodge to enter and 

proceed with the entertalnaent. This all too well known 

circumstance has made it impossible to arrange the threads, 

etc., but with ay method all of these faults are eliminated.

If yon mill follow the directions carefully and keep 

to the presentation described, you'll be able to perform 

this ever popular trick under the moat adverse conditions.

Preparations Ton most have a email hole In your 

table top and a small eyelet in the table leg at about knee 

height. See B in Fig. 2. A piece of fine thread is pushed 

throng eyelet and up through hole in table. I would ad

vise the use of a large sise darning needle for this. Re

move needle and tie a knot in end of thread. Make a little 

tear in center of top edge of a card and put thread in this 

slit with knot against face side of cord. Thread the cards 

to rise, under and over as in Fig. 1. Square this 

threaded packet neatly and lay then on table face up 

with the slit and towards hols in table. Let thread 

hang down as in Fig. 2 so that it doesn't quite reach 

the floor, end tie other end to dice box as Illus

trated, or any other heavy object that will be used 

In the performance. Lay m email silk over the 

threaded packet, plaoe hoop on table beside glass and 

deck, and with other objects for the act you are all 

aet.

We will suppose that you are entering from the ante 

roc* of a church or club. Set the table down and 

have a chair a few feet behind. is table is rather crowded 

aet the dice box, glass and hoop on chair in an off hand 

manner aa if room ware needed. Then the entertainment is 

continued with until such a time as you are going to do the 

rising cards.

Picking up the glass and hoop, they are placed on 

table. From deck three cards are forced (these are dupli

cates of those threaded to rise) and are thnffled back into
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pack V spectators themselves. Walking to table, pwr- 

faraer pi oka 19 handkerchief with loft hand aa right hand 

plaoaa da ok face up on tha threaded packet. This la dona 

In ana nova and with no break in notion tha right hand 

pioka up glaaa which is shown and polished a hit with 

handkerchief.

Tha glass is now replaced on table in front of the 

peak. The deck is picked up and placed in the glass with 

faoe side towards sudienoe, and now the position is as In 

Tig, 3.

Picking up hoop, parforaer novas behind table until 

ha feels tighten up against his left leg. Waving

tha hoop hack and forth over the glaaa with right hand, 

and Boring hie left lag slightly, the perfomer causes 

the first card to slowly rise frun the pack.

Boring forward again, the alack is taken up and once 

sore waring tha hoop over glass the second card rises.

low standing directly behind table, the perforsier 
pasees the hoop over glass in the following wanner:

Place hoop orsr glass as In Tig. A and Tig. B.

Then wots It towards audience under glass as in C. Glass 

is sst on table and top edge of hoop is tilted towards 

body, tha left hand once wore lifting glass through hoop, 

these novas being depicted in Tigs. D, B and T. The hoop 

wtvt now be clear of thread. All of this can be done vary 

quickly and repeated if desired. The drawings sake every

thing clear.

How aorlng forward once wore until leg picks up 

thread the hoop is wared again and tha last card Bakes its 

appearance. Taking pack froa glaaa, and tilting top of 

paok hack towards body, the perfomer walks away frow 

table on opposite aide to which ha approached sane. By 

doing this, tha knot will he pulled out of slit, tha 

thread will bo pulled out of table top and left lying on 

floor, and everything is clear for any inspection.
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This is one of those strange appearing effects that creates a lot 

of talk and is actually accomplished by staple means pins showmanship.

The performer asks cue of hi a audience to call out a row of fIts 

figures ahich ore openly written down on a pad by performer. This is re

peated with two others and the third person giwen pad to add the three rows 

and write down total which no one is allowed to ssa. inking the assistance 

of a lady from the audience, performer states that he will attempt acting as 

a sort of battery, and that through this power the lady will ha able to re

ceive tiie thoughts of the other spectator and ha able to reveal information - 

that the performer himself does not know.

The lady graaps performer by his wrist and ha Slowly repeats the 

figures from one to aero. She is asked to keep her mind perfectly clear and 

after this to name any one of the figures that seems to Impress bar mors than 

another. This in repeated, the lady naming a figure each time, and the spec

tator with pad acknowledges each number of the total as it is correctly re

vealed. The effect is impromptu and detection practically impossible.

The methods of handling the figures end pules are ay own, and in the 

csss of the numbers, I have gotten away from the old 'nine* method for addi

tion tricks because it has become too well known to be used by aiy up to 

date worker.

Taking the pad the performer steps to one party and asks for five 

figures. These are written down as given, letting spectator see then, and 

stepping back performer looks towards back of audience and asks, 'Will some 

other gentleman please oall any five figures?1 As these are called the 

performer apparently writes them under the first row, but really writes 

figures that titan added to the one right above will total 10. Thus, if the 

first row were $6478, the second row written by performer would be $4632.

After this, performer steps to another party near front and asks for the 

third row. This is written exactly ns given, but the five figures are re

membered, as, for example, if the number warm $748$ the performer would say 

to himself, 'Fifty-seven, forty-eight, five. This is a much easier way of 

memorising the row.

The pad is than given this party to add, and he seas his row of 

figures as given which completes the misdirection. To the audience, this 

part appears perfectly fair, and not one aver realises that the performer 

already knows the total of the problem. However, it is known in this way.

Tbs last figure of the total will always be the same as the last figure of 

the key 11ns. The figures to the left will be one mors than those in the 

key line, and at the finish a figure 1 la placed in front. For instance, 

we will take the key or last line of 64183. Following the above rules, the 

total of the problem will be 175293.

The pulse holding effect is very subtle and accomplished very 

easily. Wills the party is holding performer's pulse, ha keeps the thumb 

tightly pressed against the forefinger and when counting the thumb is allowed 

to slip back with a jerk about an eighth of an Inch. The harder the proeeuro 

of the thumb and finger, the shorter will be the slip and the better the pulsa

tion which is very clearly felt by the party holding pulse. This is done when

ever the performer readies the number in his counting and is naturally the one 

which impresses the lady most. Asked afterwards how she did it, the lady will
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only say that die felt a Titration of eone kind, and In many cases will not 

inn realise shat it sea that made her pick those numbers.

Most readers will no doubt try this on theaselTes, bit It Is a 

physical phenomenon that won't work If one holds his n« wrist. On sone- 

one else, howerer, It operates perfectly.

THE- AL BAKE-Tl WRIST Tit

Ibis effect was figured nut in of howe sons ten years 

ago In compaqy with that eery closer and congenial perform

er, Mr. Richard Daria. Although this trick requires a hit 

of dexterity, then once mastered you will find that it Is 

one of the aoet deceptive end pleasing of knot tricks.

Performer takes a large silk, and twisting It ropewlse 

with an end held In each hand, passes it arotsid are of spec

tator, tying an apparently fair knot. Spectator's are Is 

then held up so that 4II can see that silk goes fairly 

around. The second knot is tied and then performer suddenly 

with an upward Jerk apparently pulls the handkerchief com

pletely through the an. It still containing the knot.

The handkerchief Is put around wrist as In Tlg.l. A 

represents left and B the right. The right and protrudes 

from thumb and fingers a little more than that in the left 

hand *ich insures the knot coming to the middle.

The right hand throes and over that In left aa In fig.2, 

and without releasing part held by right hand, the right 

forefinger goes under and through the loop formed in Tig.2, 

and grasps A with forefinger and thuah. low it brings this 

corner right hack through the loop to correspond with the 

poeltion in fig.3. It will be noticed that the left fore

finger is still throu^i the loop and the and B firmly held 

between tips of the first and second fingers.

This left forefinger Is now turned so that It points 

towards floor with back of hand upward and finger remains 

In place while right hand pulls end A outward which makes 

the false knot. I

I would advise doing this very slowly until you have 

become proficient and the moment the knot Is formed the 

left hand moves away from it and fingers pulled out of 

loop in one nova so that the spectators never realise that 

the finger could have been In loop at any time. The posi

tion of hands and handkerchief are now as In fig. 4.
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Tha right hand and is now passed around the wrist 

to -the left, over and under and than the second knot 

is tied on top over the first. At no tine during the 

process is the handkerchief released or let go of un

til both knots are tied.

low a slight upward tug will release the silk 

and it apparently passes 19 througi the wrist. The second 

knot will still vow In to oonrinoe everyone that the handkerchief 

didn't hare to be untied In order to pull it through the wrist.

A careful consideration of the drawings will 

make this entire routine plain and a few trials 

will convince the perforwsr of the effectiveness 

of this trick.

THE M1POSSIBZ.E- CARD DISCOl/ERY

I've used this effect for newspaper men over a period of years and 

have found it to tie an astounding mystery to those who have seen It.

Regardless of tha nethod used, I want to inpress my readers that, 

presented with the necessary sang-froid and address it becoaes something that 

will be talked about.

Two decks of cards are used, one being a single force deck with 

cards all alike, and the other being a straight deck minus the card to be un

knowingly forced.

The force deck at the start' ie In the performer’s left trouser 

pocket on its long side and with the back of deck towards audience or out

side. From hereon 1 shall depict this in the exact manner it is presented 

before imaginary spectators.
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•■oiw that the cards are sized and shuffled I aa going 

to shoe job just ehat job are expected to do. I want you 

to place the pack la jour left trouser pocket so - (per- 

foraer places deck In pocket alongside force deck tut In a 

standing position) - then you are to withdraw a card froa 

the middle of the pack in this manner, and without looking 

at it, hold It close to the body and place it in the right 

hand pocket eo - (performer does this aa he talked, with a 

card from the straight deck). Ie everything clear?' (la 

this la said, performer brings force deck froa left pocket, 

sad the card froa right pocket i&ich Is placed on bottom of 

farce deck.)

Is spectator acknowledges clearness of Instructions, 

performer hands him deck to {dace In pocket, which.he does 

with beck of cards towards audience.

Performer turns his back and directs spectator. When 

the withdrawn card is safely within other pocket, performer 

tarns and asks for balance of the deck. And now coaes a 

test of the psrforasr's showmanship and offhandednass.

Taking the pack froa the spectator ha saya, 'Did you 

do Just as I directed? Tou placed tbs deck In your pocket 

In this manner? (Again puts deck In pocket alongside 

straight deck but on side) Tou withdrew one card only - 

you placed it In other pocket?'

As performer suits action of words and card nears other 

pocket, left hand draws straight deck froa left pocket end 

as spectator acknowledges these questions, performer places 

card co deck and tosses same to table saying, 'All right 

then, I will now try to perform the test.'

Touching the spectator's right pocket with one finger 

the performer, after thoughtful deliberation, slowly names 

the card.

Ibis test combines audacity, showmanship, subtlety and 

deliberation; four vital points that are necessary to any 

successful effect.

CARD’S <^ T4JOUGWT
This is a variation of a very old trick, but in agr method it has the 

addad features that ten cards are' given each spectator, and none of the cards 

naaed until the very end of the effect* To the initiate it can be made to seem 

like a modern miracle*

Effect* Performer takes a pack of cards arid gives cadi of five spec

tators a bunch of then so that the entire deck is among audience. He tells then 

to shuffle their packets veil and than look them over carefully, finally select

ing one card which they are to place in their pocket* They also keep the re

mainder of their packet until the finish*

At this time the performer announces that by use of psychology and 

the study of expressions, he will endeavor to name the cards selected, all of 

ldiioh he then proceeds to do.



Oils effect requirea some preliminary preparation tat once it is 

done, the performer will have one of the finest club or parlor tricks extant, 

and always be ready to present same under any conditions.

Heeded are five boards made of three-ply about four inches wide and 

long enough to accommodate ten cards in a row. The cards may overlap a little 

to conserve space as per drawing. In making this set of boardb, shuffle a 

deck and lay out ten cards In a row on each board 4s they come, the only re

striction being that they be alternated according to color only, it not mak

ing any difference whether the first card of each board be red or black.

After the boards are thus constructed, take another deck and proceed 

to arrange them as follows! This deck is to be divided into five piles of ten 

■ cards each and the piles numbered from one to five. In the first pile put 

duplicates of the first end sixth cards on each board. In the second pile put 

duplicates of the second and seventh cards on each board. The third pile is 

made up of the third and eighth. The fourth pile made from the fourth and 

ninth and the fifth or last pile made from duplicates of the fifth and tenth 

cards on each board. Now assemble the five piles into one deck in order from 

one to five from the top down. It is obvious from the above that only fifty 

cards are in use, any two cards having been discarded. This completes the 

preparation.

If possible for performer to do so, false shuffle the cards at start 

and then state that you will handle the deck in a few bunches. It isn't 

necessary to state how many bunches or how many cards, but the five groups of 

ten cards each are given out in a haphazard manner. The performer is certain 

to note the order they are given out and mentally number these spectators from 

one to five.

They are then asked to shuffle their cards, select one after due 

consideration and place it in their pocket. At thiB time the performer states 

that he will try to fathom their card through a psychological routine and the 

five boards are produced so that they may see a duplicate of their selected 

card and aid the performer by means of this second mental impression.

TheBe boards must have at each end, in the form of decorations, five 

thumb tacks or something similar. At one end these five tacks are pushable 

so they can be left in or out, the small difference not being apparent to any

one but the performer. The tacks at other end are only dummies. The illustra

tion will make this simple feature clear, but even though simple it plays an 

important part.

Any board is now picked up and shown to "the five spectators in their 

numerical order. As it is shown to the first person who received a packet, 

the performer's finger rests on the top thumb tack. The party is asked if he 

sees his card and the answer is to be simply 'yes' or 'no'. If he says 'no' 

the board is shown to the second party and at the same time the finger is 

shifted to the second thumb tack. We will surmise that this party says 'yes'. 

Open hearing same, the performer merely presses this second tack in and pro

ceeds to the third party, again shifting finger to the third tack. This rou

tine is repeated with all five of the spectators and each time that one of 

them sees his card, the proper tack is pushed in.
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The remaining four hoards are shewn separately In exactly the same 

manner to each of the five spectators or until such a time when all five 

have seen their cards.

After each board is shown It is laid on the table facing the per

former so that all of the cards are in view. At this time the performer

can make a short talk on his Btudy of expressions when a person sees a card 

they are thinking of and how different people assume different attitudes, 

some even unconsciously changing the tone of their voice and betraying their 

very card 'while making an effort not to.

How the performer asks anyone of the spectators to speak up and 

request the identify of his card. We will assume that the third man asks 

what card he has in his pocket. All that the performer does now is place 

his hand to forehead, and thus shield his eyes as he gives a side glance at 

the boards on table. He looks for one that has the third pin pushed down and 

when found, he knows that the selected card is either the third or eighth 

card on that board.

How la to be seen why the colors were alternated in making up the 

boards. The performer knows that one of these two cards duplicates the one 

held by spectator but he doeB not know which, the red or the black. In a 

vague sort of way he says, 'It seems to be a red card. Is that right, sir?' 

If 'yes' he continues and names the card, asking spectator to remove same 

from pocket and show audience. If 'no' performer knows the card anyway and 

proceeds with the revelation as before.

This is repeated until all are named correctly. It will be found 

a surprising fact that quite often all five cards will be on two or three 

hoards which shortens the time and presentation considerably.

In the original form I never used any push pins for the reason 

that I resorted to mnemonics and therefore every card in the pack had an 

individual number. I mention this because no doubt many of my readers know 

this arrangement. Those fortunate enough to have mastered this very useful 

knowledge can make the boards directly from the arranged deck. They will 

then discover that if, say number four sees his card in the third group, his 

card will be number 34 in the arrangement, and if the third man saw his card 

in the fourth group it would be forty-three; in other words, fourth board, 

third card. It is only necessary for performer to associate that card with 

the number of spectator, whether one, two, three, four or five. Then at the 

finish the five cards can be named purely from memory and without recourse 

to the boards at all. Those who have studied memory work will find that such
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an application adds a fine touch to the effect, and those who haven't and 

do not care to, need not be concerned as the first Method sill, be found to 

be quite all that can be desired,

AL BAKER’S A0DI77ON TP\CK

It seems as though every magician's wife at aone tine or 

other, feels that she would like to play a part In the perform

ance of her necromantic husband. The following Is an old 

favorite of aine and I think it an Ideal trick for cases of 

this kind, particularly so because it requires very little study 

and can be performed anywhere at a moment's notice.

Effect! The performer's wife Is requested to leave the 

room. The performer takes a slate or pad and asks one of the 

spectators to give him a single figure which Is duly written 

down. This Is continued with others until four or five have ' 

been secured and written in a single column.

Slate is then handed a spectator to hold sc that the figures 

cannot be seen. The performer leaves room by another exit so that 

when the lady is brought back she never has a chance to see the 

performer, or vice versa. Walking to spectator who holds the slate with the 

writing downward, she touches the back of slate with fingertips, and gives the 

correct total of the column. The slate can be covered with a handkerchief If so 

desired so that lady cannot even see it and be cued through seme secret marking. 

The effect can also be repeated several times without any chance of detection.

Method: There should be at least ten people in the audience or gather

ing. Before the performance it is necessary for performer and wife to associate 

ten people with the figures from 1 to 0. The running order of the figures should 

not be too even but rather irregular, and after a few performances, e mere 

glance at a room full of people will be sufficient to lay out a plan of attack 

as it were.

The lady leaves the room. Performer takes slate and chalk, and going 

to anyone requests a figure. This le written and the procese continued. As 

these are written down, the performer mentally keeps track of the total until 

such time when it arrives among the twenties.

It has already been arranged with lady that the total of first test 

will be in the twenties. In our example, for instance, the first number was 6, 

followed by 8, 6 and 9. The total, now having reached twenty or more, namely,

26, the performer dares not go furthsr so merely hands slate to spectator who 

represents the number 6 to performer and wife, and asks that he keep it covered. 

Sow performer leaves room and lady returns. At a glance She knows that specta

tor number 6 is holding slate and therefore that the total is 26. She climaeti- 

cally reveals this and retires again for a repetition of the effect. This time 

it is mutually known that the total will be among the thirties, and again she 

succeeds. If repeated again, the total goes back among the twenties.

You will find this a very clever test and one that the Missus and your

self will find well worth the little time necessary to master it.



, There have been both good and bad rope tricks la- 

vented during the past few years, but I Include this 

one as being worthy of a place aoong the better ones, 

both because of its simplicity and practicability

A piece of soft rope about 10 Inches in length ia 

oade into an endless loop by sewing the ends together 

with white thread.

The long length of rope is threaded throu^i loop 

and the sewn end is tucked tinder the band of wrist watch 

as per drawings. The loop runs behind back of hand and 

between first and second fingers, thumb hiding end of 

loop as in Fig. 1

How rope can be casually pulled back and forth as 

palm of hand is held facing audience.

Rope ends are now evened up so that middle of sane 

is in hand. Right hand grasps rope and loop at root of 

fingers and draws loop and all through now partially 

closed left hand and the rope is now offered for cutting.

After cutting (really the loop) the ends are 

knotted together and gotten rid of by trimming away, 

sliding off, or any of the other well known methods.

The practical magician will realise that such a 

rope can be at hand on hie table, picked up and pushed 

into place with a single move at whatever time his program 

calls for it, the mere turning to hlo table and apparently 

picking it up being the only interval necessary.



TUP -FIA/G&PL POINTS

This 1b undoubtedly the closest approach to genuine mindreading as is possi- 

te to get. Nothing is done that a magician or trickster could find fault with 

l any way. And most important, it can be done anywhere, at any time, and with 

(y cards that are at hand.

The magician hands the deck to spectator to shuffle and at the same time asks 

[m to just think of any card in the deck. The card is not touched or removed but 

iBt thought of.

Taking the mixed pack, performer spreads them across table with the faces up. 

la spectator is told to hold his ri^it hand over the cards with the forefinger 

)inting downward and move it slowly from one end of the row to the other and back 

[win. When he cones to his thougit of card he is told to mentally say. 'that's it,* 

it under no circumstances to hesitate or stop.

The performer, who has been standing at a distance, returns, picks up deck and 

Laces behind back. Spectator is asked the number of spots on his thought of card, 

le performer replies, 'I thought so,' as he lays a card face down on table. The 

)eetator names entire card and the performer is found to be correct.

The secret is absurdly simple but it works, and with proper presentation and 

lowmanship it appears to be a miracle to the. uninitiated.

It is a psychological fact that a person, upon seeing his card and being re

tested to mentally say, 'that's it,' will hesitate the merest fraction of a second, 

it now comes the one point that has made the feat impossible of duplication by 

lose even in the know*.

I mentioned above that the performer stood at a distance and that ia the secret, 

f he were close and right over the moving hand, the almost imperceptable hesitation 

mid never be noticed. A little distance away, however, the action becomes magni- 

led and the performer knows the approximate location within five or, six cards at 

le very moBt.

In picking up the deck, the cards are cut at this group to bring them to top, 

id the performer instantly memorizes them in the following manner. Disregarding 

le suits, the values are remembered in order aB a telephone number, or say, 98-406, 

zero always representing the ten spot. Picture cards are as easily remembered 

id a single attempt will prove to the reader how simple this process is.

With the deck behind back, it is simply necessary to ask the number of spots 

I the thought of card. If the spoctator in this case replied, 'Four,' the per- 

irmer would merely say, 'I thought so,' at the same time bringing the third or 

'our' card to the front and laying it on table. Thus, when spectator at last 

vulges the Identity of his mentally selected card, the performer has him turn it 

er and there it is.
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This Is an old offset of mine, and the apparatus 

employed is Tory much older than myeelf. This 

present day erase of jig-saw pussies brings it back 

to Bind showing that history always repeats 

itself in some form or other.

The trick calls for two Card Pedestals, an 

accessory well known to the old timers of magic 

but bobs thing seldom made use of in this gen

eration and age of 'take a card.'

The construction of the apparatus is illustrated 

and the working of same is Bade very clear to my 

readers.

To prepare: Other than an ordinary deck, the 

performer has two extra duplicates, say the Queen 

of Diamonds and the Five of Clubs. The stands 

are at the opposite sides of the table. Take the 

Queen, fold her in half and tear on the crease.

Placing the two pieces together fold these in half and 

tear once acre. Baking four quarters. Taking three of 

the four pieces, these are placed face down on one card 

table and covered with the shell top. The remaining 

comer is placed in the ri^rt trouser pocket from where 

it can be quickly secured.

The Five is then put through the same routine, using; 

the second stand, and the remaining comer also placed 

in right trouser pocket so that you always know which is 

ldiich. The Queen end Five duplicates in the pack are 

placed on the bottom and you are ready.

The performer starts out by forcing the two cards on 

different people. Be asks each one to fold their card 

in half very exactly and then tear it through on the 

crease. They are then to place the two halves together, 

fold again, end tear these also on the crease. It is 

very important that the performer impress tqxm them the 

idea of doing the tearing carefully so that the pieces 

will all look alike from the back.

The pieces are then placed face down on the table, and 

all eight mixed as one would shuffle dominoes. The spec

tator on right is asked to pick up any one piece, and with

out looking at it, lay it oq the pedestal nearest him.

The other spectator in turn is asked to do likewise. This 

is repeated until each has placed three pieces on his re

spective stand.

thlle this is being done, performer's band has gone into 

right pocket and secured the corner of the Queen, which he 

holds finger palmed in his right hand. Addressing the spec

tator who is standing nearest the Queen pedestal, the per

former asks him to hand him (performer) one of the remaining



two pieceo. How comes the crucial move. Extending his left hand, palm 

upward, the performer has spectator lay the chosen piece thereon. Per

former brings hie two handB together, fingers curled slightly around the 

pieces, and the thumb and forefinger of left hand take hold of the piece 

held in right hand. Right hand draws away slowly which brings corner 

into view and gives impression of it being drawn from the left hand, 

whereas it has really come from right.

Left hand drops to side as with rl^it hand performer places the corner 

face out in front of the Queen pedestal. At the same time the left hand 

goes to left trouser pocket and leaves corner behind.

The same procedure takes place with the remaining corner on table and 

the Five comer from pocket. At this time the pedestals each contain three 

pieces selected at random by the spectators, and in front is one of the re

maining quarters.

Performer now covers each pedestal, pressing it down to annex the 

shell top, and after a short discourse on the possibility of solving Jig

saw puzzles by sense of touch, requests each gentleman to remove the cover 

of his pedestal.

It is found that each pedestal contains three pieces that fit together 

as one card, the fourth quarter in front supplying the missing corner. And 

once more the later day magicians have to call the old masters to their aid 

in order to perform a modern trick.

This effect of the 'think stop' nature can be used in the same program 

with the 'Pet Hat Trick' number, and if used a little ahead of same, the 

use of the hat will make the later effect even more natural.

Two spectators select a card from the deck and after noting, return 

same. The performer shuffles the card and returns to the front. He states 

that he will locate these cards through the spectators themselves by mean6 

of intuition on their part. He explains that he will pass the cards, one 

at a time from the deck to the hat, end whenever the spectator feels an 

urge to say 'stop', that will te the card selected without fail. This is 

done with both spectators, and each time, regardless of when called upon to 

stop, the selected card 'happens' to be the actual one in hand.

This is a very strong effect even though accomplished by comparatively 

simple-means. The deck used is set as follows: It is a two kind deck, or 

one made up of two different cards only. On top are placed about seven dif

ferent cards and an indifferent card is also placed on the bottom. Near 

center of deck, the top card of the lower half of duplicates is a short card, 

and right above this is still another indifferent card. Thus, when deck is 

later cut at short card, this indifferent card will come to the bottom.

The hat is resting on table, a little to right of performer. Kith deck 

in hand, and giving same a false overhand shuffle If possible, two cords are 

selected, one of the forcing cards being given each spectator. TheBe are re

turned among their own kind and now performer explains that the spectators 

will practically find them themselves without knowing where they are.

IQ



In explaining hoe he will pass the cards, the performer illustrates 

by passing one at a time the seven top cards of the deck over and dropping 

them Into bat. In doing this the performer stands these cards on their 

sides againBt side of hat with the feoes of sards against the hat hacks 

outward.

How having explained the procedure, he apparently removes them and 

places them on bottom of deck, but actually takes back only about three, 

leaving the rest behind. Now the actual effect is ready to start. Slowly 

the cards are taken from top of deck, passed across the intervening space 

and dropped into the hat face up on bottom. This is continued until spec

tator says •stop.1 The performer asks him to name card and it is turned 

around and shown to be the actual card selected.

How comes a subtle point. Reaching into hat to regain the cards passed, 

two or three of the indifferent cards are tipped over onto the face up packet 

there, and thie bunch is now brought out openly with face of packet towards 

audience, the performer remarking '1 am glad you stopped at that spot be

cause if you had called out sooner you would have missed it.'

This packet is now placed on bottom of deck and same cut at the short 

card. How the second spectator Is asked to watch and once more cards are 

passed, the spectator calling 'stop' whenever he so desires. As soon as 

the card is verified as correct, the remaining Indifferent cards in hat are 

tipped down upon the duplicates, and this bunch brought out as before. This 

subtle touch in showing the cards taken out of hat is a feature that waylays 

any suspicion that might arise. I can truthfully say, however, that I have 

never been called on this aa the handling of the indifferent cards covers 

the use of the duplicates which makes the trick infallible.
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This trick la a favorite of Blue and as 

there are a number of Involved moves, I would 

not advise anyone doing it until be has each 

one mastered properly. I would also recommend 

that the directions be followed with envelopes 

and slips in hand. The novas thus learned 

will be found very useful in many other ef

fects of a paychic or mental nature.

The performer gives a short talk on paychic 

natters and states that he ia going to give an 

exhibition of a so-called medium giving a test 

to a client, or in the vernacular, 'giving a 

reading to a sitter.' lhs audience la requested 

to watch everything that happens and Imagine 

that they alone are the one ho is having a 

reading.

Performer has a card table and two chairs 

on platform or Is the room. These are so 

arranged that audience will he facing them.

I gentleman ia asked to cone forward and 

seat himself on one aide of table, performer 

placing him so that spectator's right side 

is towards audience. Thus performer's left 

side is towards audience when be aits down 

opposite spectator.

There ere a few envelopes on table and a 

pencil. Each envelope contains a folded piece 

of paper. Performer opens first envelope, 

takes out folded paper and asks the gentleman 

to think of something he had far breakfast.

Be is to write that down on paper, fold it 

and the performer places it openly in envelope, 

folds flap down and without sealing the en

velope is thrown cm table. Picking up second 

envelope, the paper is removed end performer 

sake gentleman to think of how Much money he 

has in his pocket as near as possible, and 

this is to be written down as before. Per

former places this in second envelope and 

this ia also tossed with flap unsealed to 

table.

Picking tq> third envelope, performer 

removes billet and asks gentleman this time 

to think of same city, home town or locality 

he thinks a lot of, and the same routine is 

repeated for the last time.

Spectator is given one envelope and told 

to place it In his Inside pocket and then told 

by performer that he ia to do everything that
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ooe of the reamlnlng envelopes and holding it to 

forehead a aye, 'This billet ia pertaining to money - 

the sum le four dollars and eighty-five cents. Ia 

that correct, slrt1 Ibis ia acknowledged aa being 

right and returning paper to envelope perforator 

tosses It to hln to check upon and keep.

Taking second envelope, performer reaovas billet 

and hands sane to spectator iriio is told to hold to 

his forehead. Performer takes spectator's wrist and 

dramatically states that this is a city and then 

calls it as being Waverly, Hew fork. Spectator is 

asked to open billet and again it is acknowledged ao 

being correct. Performer now states that spectator 

has one envelope In his own pocket and asks that it 

be brought out and held to his head with the billet 

still Inside. Taking the wrist of spectator again, 

performer says that it is 'shredded wheat,' and the 

last of the three thoughts has been revealed.

Method: There are a few points to bring out 

dearly at the start in order to explain this effect 

correctly. The billets are two and one quarter by 

ana and three quarters inches, and instead of being 

of paper which has a tendency to rattle when being 

folded or manipulated, consists of very light paste

board similar to a cheap visiting card. Fold thiB 

in half and then in quarters, making heavy creases 

each way. Open and fold again in the sane manner 

but in the opposite way and this will Insure them 

opening regardless of the way folded by spectator.

The next step to learn is as follows: If ths 

billet he held as in Fig. 5, you will find that 

thumb can be Inserted in top fold as in Fig. 6, and 

by pressing thumb Into fold and against forefinger, 

the paper snaps open In one move.

The next thing is to learn a very subtle switch 

of billets. If a billet be held behind envelope in 

left hand as in Fig. 1, and another billet held in 

right hand as also in Fig. 1, the right thumb can 

be inserted under flap aB in Fig. 2, the right 

fingers dropping behind envelope, is right thumb 

opens flap upward, billet Is exchanged behind en

velope, and right hand comes away quickly with the 

exchanged billet as flap is left open, and the first 

billet containing writing is now on beck of envelope 

in the same position as dummy was at start. The 

right hand now openly places the dummy billet into 

envelope and aa right thumb folda flap down, the 

fingers go behind envelope and finger palm the con

cealed billet in right hand.
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The envelopes need are nail nicked on the flap side In a Banner 

so that they can be readily told apart as one, two and three. Each en

velope has a folded billet Inside at the start.

After spectator Is seated, the performer picks up envelope number 

one, and placing it In left hand which has an extra dummy billet which is 

held against back as in figure one.

Billet is taken from envelope and handed man with request to write 

something he had for breakfast. Taking this back, the performer makes a 

switch as described before, and after apparently putting same in envelope, 

reaches the position where the actual written billet is finger palmed in 

right hand. Envelope is thrown on table and right hand now contains billet 

as in Fig. 5* The right hand is rested on table and thumb goes into position 

as in Fig, 6 as performer looks intently at man and asks him to now think of 

a sum of money. Second envelope Is picked up with the left hand at this 

time and the right hand comes up behind same, the little finger of same com

ing under the flap to open same upward, and at the same time the billet Is 

sprung open as was also described before. The position is now as in Fig.7. 

Billet Is taken out of envelope number two and handed spectator as performer 

reads the breakfast data. flhile spectator writes the money item, the left 

finger and thumb refold the billet on back of envelope as in Fig. 8, and the 

flap is closed down over the billet for time being as in Figs. 9 and 10.

This enables the performer to freely handle envelope at this time and after 

a little practice these moves all blend into one and are smoothly done.

The gentleman has now written the sum of money and folded billet, 

and the left thumb pulls down billet a short ways so that flap can be opened. 

Performer takes billet from spectator with right fingers, and as he brings 

it behind the open flap which is kept open with knuckles of hand, the money 

slip is drawn back into finger palm in right hand, and finger tips take the 

breakfast slip and deliberately place this slip in envelope which Is tossed 

to table. Thus, envelope one contains the dummy and envelope two the break

fast billet. The money slip Is still finger palmed in right hand which now 

reaches Into third envelope which has been picked up with left hand, and takes 

out the third blank which is handed spectator to write the name of a city.

The same m&neuvre is gone through with as was done the first time, and the 

money billet opened and left on envelope as in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, and this 

slip read while spectator writes on the last billet. After reading the 

billet on back of envelope. It is folded again as in Figs. 8, 9 end 10.

Taking the city Blip back, it is exchanged for the money slip, just 

as the money slip was exchanged with the breakfast slip, and the money slip 

is openly placed in envelope three. Now number one has the dummy, number two 

has the breakfast and number three envelope the money billet, the city billet 

being In curled up fingers of rl^it hand.

Picking up envelopes and mixing them to confuse the spectator, hand 

him number two envelope (breakfast) with the request to place same in his in

side pocket. How pick up number three envelope (money) and say, 'Here's what 

I want you to do.* As If to show him, performer reaches into envelope with 

fingers of right hand, and brings out billet, but not the one that was there. 

Instead the one (city) that was curled up In fingers. Holding this to fore

head, the performer says, 'This is a sum of money.* The amount is then re

vealed and to see If correct the billet (city) is opened towards himself and 

the name of city read.
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Folding this billot again, fingers are reinserted Into envelope 

as if replacing and it Is brought out again finger palmed, the envelope 

being thrown an table In front of spectator. As this one contains the 

money slip, it can be verified.

Picking up the next envelope (dummy), the flap is opened, fingers 

of right hand are Inserted, and they bring out the finger palmed (city) 

billet. This is handed spectator to hold to his own forehead and while 

he holds it there, the performer's fingers go into envelope in a careless 

maimer and finger pain the dummy, at same time asking spectator to concen

trate. Performer says, 'lou have written the name of a city and it is 

Haverly, New Tork. The empty envelope is now thrown to table. Hie dummy

is pocketed and performer asks spectator to take last envelope from pocket 

and think of what he had for breakfast, and this is then revealed correctly.

I know well enough that this description may sound complicated, and 

it is complicated, tut if just tried and followed with the envelopes and 

billets in hand, the reader will quickly grasp the routine and moves. One 

fair test before an audience will prove its value and with three envelopes 

and four billets you can perform a test that will create an astounding im

pression. The performer who does master this will have an effect far away 

frem anything being done by anyone else.
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Skip U/KA/OTrlA/G HANDKtRCHlfF

About 25 years ago I conceived the idea of the untying silk 

that could be taken from performer's pocket and performed any

where. Adrian Plate, that fine old master and writer, learned 

it at my home and presented It at the next meeting of the S.A.M,
In Uartlnka's 11tide back room. He made a very great impression 

and later Informed me that Hr. J. Harren Keene, a very finished 

artist of those days, had requested it for use in his program.

They developed the well known Serpent Handkerchief by the addi

tion of a 3nake's head and markings, and so began the popularity 

of this little effect.

Because of my part in the hiBtory of this trick, I feel at 

liberty to offer still another variation, the merit of which 

lies in the fact that nothing is attached to the 

body at any time.

A length of thread la attached to the ex

treme tip of handkerchief and held at the start 

of the effect as per illustration No.l. A large 

knot made by tying several onto each other is 

at and of thread. The length of thread is just 

slightly shorter than the diagonal distance 

across handkerchief.

At start left hand gives handkerchief a 

shake or two which insures the thread hang

ing straight down. Taking handkerchief at 

center in both hands, a loose knot is tied, 

the end to which thread is tied coming 

through the knot. The loose end of 

thread remaining on other side of knot 

is picked up between second and 

third fingers of left hand, as in 

No.2, and handkerchief straight

ened oat as in No.3, which 

brings the thread parallel 

with handkerchief and the 

knot up against the out

side of fingers of left
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performer can now hold handkerchief In this position of Ho.3 and 

there is nothing that can he seen. The right hand drops Its' corner so 

that handkerchief hangs down from left. Eight hand then takes corner 

from left and the left hand still holding thread drops to side. A slight 

npward motion of the right hand now as In Ho.4 causes the handkerchief 

to visibly nntie itself and the effect may he repeated if so desired.

I have found that the best handkerchief to use for this is a 

soft silken one of 18 or 23 Inches.


